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TEACHER ED
Are your students who you make them
out to be?
You might have suspected by now that your
thoughts influence your actions and words. But
have you considered how it can prevent you
from seeing your students’ full potential?

Article highlights
•

What is deficit thinking?

•

Why is it dangerous?

•

How do you know if you have deficit beliefs?

When your students do not perform well in class, do
you attribute it to your teaching method or style? Or
do you think it has to do with your students’ innate
intelligence, family background or personality?
If you think that their poor performance was caused
by either genetics, culture and class, or familial
socialization, you may be guilty of what researchers
call “deficit thinking” (Kwek, 2009).

What is deficit thinking?
Deficit thinking results when we assume that certain
groups of students, because of certain characteristics
such as race, class, gender or family background will
exhibit certain behaviours that would prevent them
from succeeding in life (Byrne, n.d.).
It’s easier to understand this concept with an example.
When researcher Dennis Kwek visited a secondary
school to conduct a research project, he realized that
the teachers had certain stereotyped ideas about
their students, who came mostly from the workingclass estate.
One of the teachers summed it up for Dennis: “[The
majority of them] are likely to have single parents…
majority of [broken families and divorce] cases here
are extremely unpleasant.”
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“Our neighbourhood school students have a different
definition of success—keep a family together, pay
HDB installments, etc.,” said another of the teachers.
What is worrisome was that most of the teachers
jumped to conclusions about the kind of skills
their students need based on these preconceived
ideas. And whether consciously or not, they
adjusted their teaching styles and the material they
used accordingly.
“We tell students to get their basics rights first before
they try anything harder. The ones who write more
complex things and take risks are the ones who lose.
So we have to teach them how to play safe in exams.”
One teacher explained their teaching strategy, “They
cannot make it lah!... [We] aim for D7 because that is
what the students need to go into polytechnics or ITE.”

Why beliefs like these are dangerous?
When you have preconceived ideas of what your
students can and cannot do based on factors such
as their family background, race, gender, it may
constrain the way you teach—like the teachers
Dennis encountered.
This is especially dangerous as teachers are “the
most important variable in making a difference for
students” (Comber & Kamler, 2004, as cited in
Kramler-Dahl & Kwek, in press).

How do you know if you have deficit beliefs?
There are simple ways to test yourself.
1. Conduct a survey
Instead of assuming your students’ prior
knowledge before class, you can create a simple
survey before the start of the school term or
class to find out how much they already know.
For instance, if you are going to introduce the
concept of biography in the your writing class,
you can do a simple survey asking your students
if they know what it is, if it is the same as an
autobiography, or if they have read one before?
Ask them to name examples so that you can
gauge their literacy levels.

This simple survey would allow you to solicit from
your students their prior knowledge and allow you to
tailor your lessons based on what they can bring into
the classroom.
2. Introduce the content before the lesson
In cases where you are not sure if your students have the
background knowledge, introduce the content in class
before the formal lesson starts.
For example, if you want to introduce the concept of
narrative, you could choose a movie that illustrates the
different forms of narratives that you are going to teach.
You can then make connections between the movie they
have watched, and the narrative genre you want them to
explore. Do not assume that all of them are already
familiar with the term.
3. Getting to know your students outside the classroom
Get your students to keep a media diary to record
everything they read, watch and listen to daily.
Alternatively, you could visit them at home and observe
their activities for a day. Compare their diaries or your
observations to your preconceived ideas of what they
read and write outside the classroom.
4. Bring an independent observer to class
An independent external observer, who is familiar with
the notion of deficit thinking, would be able to tell you if
you possess any deficit beliefs after observing you in a
few classes.
There are many ways to surface deficit thinking but it is
dependent on how far you would like to go to question your
beliefs about your students. And when you recognize that
you have deficits beliefs, it is important that you find ways to
change your lesson, pace or curriculum to cater to this group
of students in a meaningful way.
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LANGUAGE ED
Mastering the Mother Tongue
It is difficult enough to learn a language that one
hardly speaks at home. It is even more challenging
when the spoken and written forms of the language are
not the same, as is the case with the Tamil language.
How can we get our students to use a language they
do not own?
Article highlights
•

Why are our students struggling to learn their Mother
Tongue?

•

What are the specific problems in learning the Tamil
language?

•

How can we encourage students to learn their Mother
Tongue?

As part of Singapore’s bilingual policy today, every student
needs to learn a “mother tongue” language. In every mother
tongue language classroom, it is not uncommon to find
students who struggle to learn this second language, be it
Mandarin, Malay or Tamil.
The main aim of the second language curriculum is
communication. We want our students to be able to converse
comfortably in a language other than English. This is
particularly important for minority ethnic communities because
the language also embodies their culture.
However, it has become more difficult to achieve this
goal as increasingly, more and more students are from
English-speaking homes, where the “mother tongue” is hardly
spoken, if at all. This has many implications for the second
language classroom.

Learning the language
What makes learning the Tamil language particularly
challenging is what sociolinguists call “diglossia”. This means
that the language has many varieties or dialects. In Tamil, the
spoken and written varieties are not the same.
The Tamil dialect that is spoken at home has no written
equivalent. It is a colloquial, functional variety. It is the
language spoken in informal interactions, on the streets and
in the shops.

However, the Tamil language curriculum in Singapore focuses
on a literary variety of Tamil that is reserved for formal, usually
written, communication. Literary Tamil is hardly ever used in
everyday social interactions.
It does not help that the content of the Tamil language
textbooks is also alien to both students and teachers. “The
lessons are mostly about ancient kings and ancient Tamil
literature, which is very difficult for our Singapore students
to understand because they are in the 21st century,” says Dr
Seetha. “We cannot expect the students to understand the
out-of-context content.”

Speaking the language
In previous generations, learning Literary Tamil in school was
not difficult as almost all students came from Tamil-speaking
homes. They already had a grasp of the spoken language,
which made learning the rules of formal communication easy.
Today, however, statistics show that more than half of the
Tamil language students come from English-speaking homes.
Without early exposure to the spoken language, learning Tamil
is like the proverbial Greek—totally foreign and a herculean
task for many.
Dr Seetha argues that by eliminating the spoken language
from the classroom, we are only tolling the bell for the demise
of the language. And research has found that it takes just five
generations for a language to be lost.
“Because within the classroom they don’t speak (the
language), so when they go to the community, they switch to
English,” explains Dr Seetha. “If you speak literary Tamil, then
people will laugh, so they immediately change.”

Keeping the language alive
In an effort to keep the Tamil language alive in the community,
researchers like Dr Seetha have recommended incorporating
the use of spoken Tamil into the curriculum. “If spoken Tamil is
used, then code-switching (to English) will be reduced,” says
Dr Seetha.
For many years, however, this recommendation has been met
with resistance because of the perception that spoken Tamil is
a low—and lesser—variety of the language. Literary Tamil, on
the other hand, was perceived as a high—and thus, better—
variety of Tamil.
According to Dr Seetha, this is a grave misperception. “Within
spoken Tamil, there is one variety, which is Standard Spoken
Tamil, spoken by the educated Tamils. It is not a low variety,”
she explains. “Standard Spoken Tamil is a lingua franca… like
a bridge between the dialects.”
It is only in recent years that policy makers in Singapore have
recognized the need to incorporate this standard spoken
variety of Tamil into the language pedagogy.

Teaching the language
Starting from 2008, Standard Spoken Tamil has become part
of Singapore’s Tamil language curriculum. The challenge for
Tamil language teachers is—how do we make use of spoken
Tamil in the teaching of Literary Tamil?
Dr Seetha’s advice is simple: Keep talking. “The teacher has
to talk—talk a lot—because they need to listen,” says Dr
Seetha. “And get your students to keep talking, too!”
Provide as many opportunities as possible for students to
speak to and interact with each other in Tamil. You could sing
songs, tell stories, engage in discussions. You can also make
the more confident students role models.
But do remember to withhold judgement. Be open to their
spoken language, even if it isn’t perfect, or when they take a
little longer to articulate their thoughts.
As students become accustomed to the language, they will
become more confident in using it. In time, they will hopefully
also come to love the language and to own it as theirs.

Bringing spoken Tamil into the classroom
The key to being able to communicate in Tamil, says
Dr Seetha, is exposure to the spoken language. And it is best
that this be done as early as possible—right from Primary 1.
Teachers are key in these efforts, emphasizes Dr Seetha.
Even if you are teaching a secondary level class, it is not
too late to begin exposing your students to the language. It
doesn’t take very much to do so.
Always try to:
•

Use local context-based materials, so that the topics are
familiar to the students.

•

Use domain-based vocabulary, that is, words as they are
used in real, everyday living.

•

Use age-related content, that is, topics that are relevant
to the students at their particular stage in life.

It is also important to identify students who need extra help. “If
the child is not able to speak Tamil, when he reads, his voice
goes down. He is very slow and very shy; sometimes he feels
angry with himself. He doesn’t like the Tamil class,” explains
Dr Seetha, “because he is from an English-speaking home. So
we have to understand these problems of our students.”

Further reading
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This article was based on the research project on Standard
Spoken Tamil in the School and Media <http://www.crpp.nie.
edu.sg/course/view.php?id=280>. This project is funded by the
Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice <http://www.
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Dr Seetha is keen to consult or collaborate with schools that
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MATH ED  
More effective questioning
In class, teachers spend a majority of their time
asking students questions. A case study by the
Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice showed
that the teachers did not have a planned structure
when questioning. Without a plan, the questioning
session may lack clear purpose and direction. How
can teachers be more effective when asking questions
in class?
Article highlights
•

Why is questioning an important instructional tool?

•

How can teachers ask better questions?

Why use questioning?
Questioning is second only to lecturing in terms of popularity
as a teaching method. Research indicates that 30% to 50% of
a teacher’s instructional time is spent conducting questioning
sessions (Cotton, 1988).
Teachers find questioning a critical instructional tool as it
facilitates communication, engages the students and focuses
their attention on a topic. It also allows teachers to assess their
students’ learning, develop their interest and challenge them.
It is evident that questioning plays an important role in
class instruction. So how can we ensure that teachers

maximize these sessions and that the questions asked meet
the lesson objectives?

What questions are being asked in class?
A case study from the Learner’s Perspective Study (see box
story for details) found that the teachers’ questioning lacked a
planned structure. Also, a large proportion of questions asked
at all levels were low-order questions.
Low-order questions are useful for facilitating recall of facts
and procedures. High-order questions, on the other hand, are
used to test knowledge application, evaluation and creation of
new ideas. Questions of this nature are ideal for developing
thinking skills. (Cole & Chan, 1987)

What constitutes effective questioning?
“Questions should always be purpose driven” (Godinho &
Wilson, 2008, p. 1). Good questioning begins with sound
planning and being clear about the objectives of the lesson.
Teachers need to pay attention to the design of the questions
as well as the manner in which the questions are delivered.
Here are some tips summarized from Teaching Principles and
Practice (Cole & Chan, 1987):
1. What questions to ask
• Ask a variety of questions
Questions should cover the entire range of lesson
objectives. Include both low- and high-orders questions
that are relevant and related to the skills and content of
the lesson.
•

Pitch questions at students’ ability level
This increases the chances of students getting a right
answer. Students’ self-confidence will improve and they
will be more receptive to answering questions and
learning similar tasks.

•

Phrase questions clearly and directly
Use language and vocabulary that students understand
so that they may be able to respond appropriately.

2. How to ask questions
• Field questions one at a time
Asking too many questions at one time might
confuse students.
• Order questions in a logical sequence
You can start with easy questions and proceed to more
difficult ones. This helps students better understand the
flow of the content.
•   Allow adequate time for students to reply
This encourages higher-order thinking as students
have more time to process their thoughts. Giving some
wait time allows students to give more meaningful
answers.
•   Allow all students to participate
Encourage all students to share in the discussion and

do not favour any students. Students will be more
willing to participate if they know that everyone’s
contribution is being valued.  
•   Do not always repeat your questions and answers
Students will lose interest if questions are repeated.
Repeat or rephrase a question only when students
have difficulty understanding it.

Engage and stimulate your students intellectually
Effective questioning enhances communication between
students and teachers. Most importantly, it stimulates students
and challenges their thinking.
“When a question engages pupils and motivates them to ask
further questions or challenge their ideas, it has the potential
to take pupils beyond their current thinking and engage them
in higher-order thinking” (Godinho & Wilson, 2008, p. 2).
Students exposed to effective questioning learn to ask
effective questions themselves. This skill is especially useful
in this knowledge-intensive era where students will require
critical thinking skills to question what they read and hear.

A case study from Singapore
In this case study, three competent math teachers in
Secondary 2 math classrooms were observed for 10
consecutive lessons each. Subsequently, data from 5 of the
lessons were analysed to identify and study the types of
questions posed in the classrooms as well as the techniques
and behaviours of the teachers.
The study revealed that teachers did address mathematical
problem solving and thinking skills during questioning.
However, a majority of the questions asked were low-order
questions (78.7%), which required only agreement, recall of
facts or description of procedures.
It was also observed that teachers did not structure their
questions coherently and purposefully in order to maximize
the potential of the questioning technique.
This case study was part of the Learner’s Perspective Study.
For more information, refer to Benedict and Kaur (2007).
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SCIENCE ED
Promoting inquiry through better task design
In the Science classroom, task design is a necessary
skill, particularly when it comes to designing Science
practicals. In the spirit of Science, a key emphasis of
our Science syllabus is that of inquiry-based learning.
How can teachers become better content providers,
task designers and assessors?
Article highlights
•

What is the importance of task design?

•

Does collaboration help to improve task design?

•

How can teachers design effective Science practicals?

The Science classroom is envisioned as a site of studentcentred inquiry. A key goal, therefore, is to impart the skills
of inquiry. Therein also lies the draw of the scientific process
—the joy of discovery! To achieve this end, the tasks that
teachers design are key.

Designing learning tasks
How do Science teachers in Singapore typically go about
selecting learning tasks for the classroom? Here is what one
Biology teacher from a local secondary school said:
When we choose an assessment task, we make sure
that it is in line with what we have already taught and that
generally it is not too difficult for the students to do.
Because it’s really for pragmatic reasons: if one task
is more difficult than the other…it’s only natural that I will
choose the one that is easier for my students so they will
get a better score. (in Towndrow & Tan, 2009, p. 17)
A good definition of a “task” is important in helping teachers
identify and assess their roles, notes Assistant Professor
Phillip Towndrow (2005). It should not, he says, be a “proxy”
or substitute for a desired learning outcome. That is, a task
should not be designed solely with the learning outcome
in mind.
Towndrow suggests that “a learning task is understood as
involving teachers and/or learners working to complete an
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activity or sequence of activities that have both desirable and
measurable outcomes” (2005, p. 511). Moreover, “the ability of
learners to complete a learning task successfully is a function
of the way that task is planned and presented” (p. 511).

When learning tasks limit learning
What can teachers do to create a more conducive learning
environment in Science classrooms? This was one of the
things Towndrow and his research team from the National
Institute of Education were interested in finding out.
Working with a group of Biology teachers in a secondary
school, the research team helped them to refine their existing
pedagogy and practice. One of the issues the teachers
struggled with was how to ensure that the tasks they set were
more inquiry-centred.
Most times, the teachers relied heavily on supplied or existing
instructional materials for experiment ideas. Most of these
experiments were designed to arrive at a single solution. The
teachers could then assess their students’ performance based
on whether they had attained the prescribed outcome.
Because the outcome of these experiments is predictable,
more often than not, teachers do not even try out the
experiment for themselves. As one teacher described it,
For Biology, most of the tasks are pretty standard. We’ve
done them many times in secondary school and college.
So, sometimes we don’t even try them. We will just run
things through in our mind, first, because we roughly
know what’s going to happen and what to expect. (in
Towndrow & Tan, 2009, p. 17)
While inquiry-based, open-ended tasks are more difficult to
design and to assess, they are a necessary part of the current
Science syllabus. So, how can Science teachers encourage
learning through the tasks they choose?

Two heads are better than one
Towndrow and team asked the Biology teachers to design and
carry out an experiment that they had never attempted before.
While the task seemed simple to begin with, they soon
encountered several problems. But with help from the
researchers, and after several attempts, much discussion and
online research, they finally got the desired result. Throughout
this exercise, the teachers had to think about how they would
assess their students on the same task.
Next, the Biology teachers then shared what they had learnt
with two other groups of colleagues—the Physics teachers
and Chemistry teachers. The Physics and Chemistry teachers
were then asked to do the same—select an unfamiliar
experiment in their area of specialization and carry it out.
This time, the Biology teachers were on hand to advise their
colleagues and provide suggestions.

Through this exercise, the teachers realized that they had
much to learn from each other although they were from
different specializations. Through working together, they could
share their experience and leverage on each other’s expertise
to solve problems. One of the teachers commented that this
process made her “enlightened and more confident”.
This study helped both teachers and researchers to realize
the value of collaboration in designing tasks or planning
lessons. There was a sense of shared practice as they
interacted with each other to build a repertoire of classroom
practices. Such a community of practice also enhances one’s
own growth as a teacher.

Making the most of the task
Here are a few practical things we learnt from this study about
designing Science practicals:
1. Choosing an assessment task
Very often, teachers choose tasks that are expedient—
they are easy to carry out and immediately linked to
the learning outcomes. This, however, goes against the
fundamental principle of scientific inquiry, where the
process is the main.
2. Designing the task
Our research has shown that it is important to try out the
task first, to become familiar with the content and the
skills required. We also found that collaboration
significantly helps to improve the task design.  
3. Asking questions
There are many ways to ask the same question: the more
specific the question, the lower the level of
openness in the inquiry. Asking open questions always
lifts learning to the next level, as it opens up their minds
to think and inquire. Framing inquiring questions also
makes learning more meaningful for the students.
4. Assessing the outcome
Remember that the mastery and demonstration of
laboratory skills is more important than the correctness
of the end result. By making use of formative
assessment—providing students with descriptive
feedback, instead of a summative grade alone—
both classroom instruction and student learning can
be improved.
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in science, mathematics, the reading literacy and
problem solving.
Now add to that highly qualified teachers, societal trust in the
work of educators, and the highest respect for learning, and
you have a dream come true. The difference is that this model
has been tried and tested—and proven successful.

How does it work?
According to the McKinsey report on the world’s bestperforming school systems, there are three things that matter
most in top school systems:

Read more about this research project:

1.

Getting the right people to become teachers

Transforming Science Practical Pedagogy and Practice
Through Innovative Departmental Planning <http://www.crpp.
nie.edu.sg/mod/resource/view.php?id=1288>

2.

Developing them into effective instructors, and

3.

Ensuring that the system is able to deliver the best
possible instruction for every child (Barber & Mourshed,
2007, Executive Summary)

Designing Tasks to Teach SPA Skills at Lower Secondary
Level in Singapore <http://www.crpp.nie.edu.sg/course/view.
php?id=293>

HOT TOPIC
What makes an ideal education system?
Imagine an education system with no ability streaming.
No standardized testing. No high-stakes national
assessments. No school inspections and no school
ranking. Now add to that high learning outcomes
and high quality teachers. These are not just ideal
attributes of an imaginary system, but features of an
actual education system.
As Professor Hannele Niemi1 described these elements of the
education system in Finland at the Redesigning Pedagogy
conference in June 2009, the audience sat in rapt attention—
partly in disbelief, partly in excitement at the possibilities—as
what she was saying sank in.
Could such an educational utopia exist? Is it even conceivable
here in Singapore?

Is it possible?
While many would not argue about the rigour and strength of
the Singapore education system in producing academically
competent learners, we would also readily admit that there is
still room for improvement.
The Finnish education system presents us with a challenging
model. It has received attention from all over the world
because it came out on top in the PISA surveys2—Finnish
15-year-olds have been number one in terms of skills

A closer look at the system reveals that the Finnish system
fulfils all the above criteria—and then some.
1. Getting the right people
Finland’s teachers are recruited from among the top
10% of each cohort. Quality teachers make for a
quality education system.
2. Developing effective instructors
All teachers are required to possess a master’s degree,
even primary school teachers. They undergo a researchbased education which aims to nurture analytical and
open-minded individuals. By improving instruction,
student learning outcomes are also improved.
3. Ensuring the best possible instruction for every child
Finland’s educational policy has purposefully aimed at
equity in education. Education is free for everyone,
through to the higher education level. There are also no
“dead-ends” when it comes to learning—the system
provides options for everyone to further their education,
with extra support available for the weakest students. By
putting such support systems in place, the standard of
every student, and thus the whole system, is raised.
In addition, the Finnish education system has several unique
features:
1. There is no streaming. Believing that it is too early
to judge individual capacities at age 11 or 12,
streaming was discontinued and a common 9-year
education introduced.
2. There is no top-down curriculum system. Schools design
their own curricula, based on a national core curriculum,
and decision making is decentralized.
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3. There is no high-stakes testing and no school
inspectorate. Instead, there is an evaluation system
where assessments are sample-based and the results
used for formative purposes.
It is important to note that the Finnish system has had a
head start of over 30 years. An OECD review team (in 2006)
described their education system as a “complex of practices”
that has taken a long time to mature.

What’s the next step?
The Finnish example gives us much to think about. “Is such a
system possible in Singapore?” many would ask. This raises
many other questions to ponder:
1. Do we need ability streaming, and if so, at what age?
2. What alternative modes of assessment can we adopt?
Will it work?
3. Are our schools ready for decentralized decision making
and curriculum design?
4. Is our society, especially parents, ready for a system that
does not seem to produce measurable outcomes?
5. What part does culture play in the success of such an
education system?

Notes
1. Hannele Niemi is Vice-Rector and Professor of Education
at the University of Helsinki, Finland.
2. PISA stands for the Programme for International Student
Assessment.
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However, the Finnish education system gives us a tried-andtested alternative to consider, perhaps even a model to aspire
towards. If nothing else, it demonstrates that such a system is
possible—and can, indeed, be successful!

Participating in PISA
Singapore will participate in PISA  for the first time in 2009.
Administered by the OECD, PISA assesses how far students
have acquired some of the knowledge and skills that are
essential for full participation in society as they near the end of
compulsory education.
While our students have consistently topped the charts
in the Trends in International Mathematics and Science
Study (TIMSS), which has a greater emphasis on content
knowledge, it will be interesting to see how they fare in PISA.
How will they compare with students from around the world?
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